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MODULATION - SUMMARY SHEET

Note; The page references given refer to the Modulation

Package.

The main reasons for using modulation in broadcast systems

are:

a. to change the frequency of an audio or video signal so

that it can be transmitted as a radio frequency wave.

b. many signals may share a channel by allocating

different carrier frequencies to each signal.

c. reduction in the distortion of the signal due to non-

W linear frequency responses of transmission paths.

d. some methods of modulation significantly minimise the

effect of noise.

(pl)

Amplitude Modulation

With amplitude modulation the amplitude of the carrier is

varied in sympathy with the modulating signal.

For a single tone sinusoidal modulating signal the equation

for the modulated carrier is:

amplitude carrier frequency

r- 1
I

e = [E + E Sin (2iif t)] Sin 2iif t. (pl3)
cm m c

pk f I pk ^ frequency of
amplitude Lamplitude modulating
of carrier. modulating signal.

signal.

Modulating Factor (K)

a. k = (pl3)
E
c

b. Percentage modulation = k x 100%.

E - E .
max mm . , -.

c. also k = ̂ (pl4)
max min

where E is the maximum pk to pk value,
max

E . is the minimum to pk to pk value,
mm
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Frequency Spectrum

If the modulating signal is a single frequency tone then the

frequency spectrum consists of:

frequency amplitude

Carrier fc Ec (p20)

USF fc + fm Em

2

LSF fc - fm Em

2

If the modulating signal consists of a whole range of

frequencies then sidebands result. (p24)

Bandwidth

Overall bandwidth = 2 x maximum frequency in the modulating

signal.

Phasor Diagram

The modulation can also be described in terms of phasor

diagrams. (p21)

From these diagrams the final modulated waveform can be

derived. (p23)

Demodulation

This is the act of recovering the original modulating

signal. The circuit of an envelope detector is given. The

values of CR circuit are important. (p27)

Double Sideband Suppressed Carrier (d.s.b.c.)

Here the carrier is suppressed and only the two sidebands

are transmitted. (p29)
By use of phasor diagrams the new envelope may be derived.

(p31)
Note that:

a. amplitude of the d.s.b.s.c. signa1 is directly

proportional to the amplitude of the modulating signal.

(p30)
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b. when the polarity of the modulating signal is positive

the d.s.b.s.c. signal is in phase with the reference

carrier,

c. when the polarity of the modulating signal is negative

the d.s.b.s.c. signal is phase inverted with respect to

the reference carrier.

D.s.b.s.c. Modulator

The circuit used for this is often termed a balanced

modulator, which ensures that the putput is zero when the

modulating signal is zero. (p34)

Demodulation of the D.s.b.s.c. Signal

An envelope detector cannot be used. (p35)

Instead a commonly used circuit is a synchronous demodulator.

(p36)

For the synchronous demodulator to work correctly some way

is required to ensure that the carrier used in the demodulator

is of the correct frequency and phase. Two methods may be

used: (p38)

a. a small amplitude pilot carrier component is added to

the transmitted d.b.s.c. signal.

b. a controlled or short burst of carrier is sent during

periods when the modulating signal is not present.

Quadrature Modulation

This is a variation of d.s.b.s.c. modulation which enables

two signals to be modulated onto the same carrier. (p39)

One signal uses the normal carrier the second has the

carrier phase-shifted by 90®. The two signals are then

summed. The point of this is that at the receiver there are

two demodulators one for each channel. Each channel is

correctly demodulated by the circuit that employs a carrier

that is in phase with the original carrier used for that

channel in the modulator. No output occurs if the demodu

lator's carrier is 90® out of phase. (p41)
A block diagram of a complete quadrature modulation system

is given (p43)
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Single Sideband Suppressed Carrier (S.S.B.)

With this form of modulation only one sideband is transmitted.

The following points should be noted:

a. reduced bandwidth

b. receivers may be made more selective — hence better

signal-to-noise ratio

c. more efficient use can be made of radiated power

although in some systems the carrier is not suppressed

and sent at full or reduced power - hence this does not

apply

d. phase errors incurred on the transmission path not

important

e. s.s.b. is sensitive to the frequency of the carrier

used in the receiver

f. in some s.s.b. systems two independent s.s.b. channels

are combined.

Vestigial Sideband (V.S.B.)

Vestigial sideband operation requires less bandwidth than

full AM. the carrier and one sideband is sent complete, plus

a vestige of the other sideband.

The received signal will be a full carrier double sideband

at low frequencies. At high modulating frequencies it will

be carrier plus one sideband. The receiver's frequency

response is shaped to correct for this, and a synchronous

demodulator is often used. (p47) ^
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Frequency Modulation

With frequency modulation the frequency of the carrier is

varied in sympathy with modulating signal; the cannier

amplitude remaining unchanged.

For a single tone sinusoidal modulating signal the equation

for the modulated carrier is:

pk amplitude modulated carrier
(constant) frequency

i .
e = E Sin 211 (f + f- Sin 2itf t) t.

c |d m ̂
unmodulated carrier frequency mediating

frequency deviation signal frequency

Frequency Deviation (p53)

The maximum change in carrier frequency from its normal

value (f^)/ is known as the frequency deviation (f^) of the

modulated signal.

f^ is proportional to the peak value of the modulating

signal (E ).
m

Frequency Spectrum

The frequency spectrum for an F.M. signal even when

modulated by a single tone contains a carrier together with

an infinite number of side frequencies. These side frequencies

are spaced f^ apart; where f^ is the modulating signal

frequency. (p55)

Bandwidth

Theoretically the bandwidth received is infinite. In

practice therefore we need to find a realistic definition.

For this we use Carsons Rule which states; (p56)

"All frequency components greater than 5% of the

carrier amplitude are contained within a bandwidth

2(f + f )."
d m
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Thus as the amplitude of the modulating signal increases f
d

increases and so does the bandwidth. More side frequencies,
spaced f^ apart, are accommodated within the bandwidth and

hence the general amplitude of each will be smaller.

Modulation Index

f.
Modulation Index =

f
m

For a given value of f^ therefore the modulation index will

increase as f^ increases. So we can also say as the

Modulation Index increases the greater will be the number of

significant side frequencies and the smaller will be their
amplitudes.

Phaser Diagrams

Phaser diagrams may be used to describe the modulation
process. (p59)

For a sinusoidal waveform the carrier phase deviates by an
angle 20 (sometimes quoted as ±0). (p62)

0 = Modulation Index = ^ radians. (p63)
m

F.M. Modulators

Three common methos of producing frequency modulation are:

(p64)
a. use voltage controlled oscillator.

b. L.C. oscillator whose reactance, and hence frequency,
is varied by the modulating signal. (p65)

c. pass the carrier through a phase change network. The

phase change produced is controlled by the modulating
signal. (pggj
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F.M. Demodulator

The P.M. demodulator.is also termed a discriminator. Many

tp69)

methods of demodulation are available. An explanation of the

action of the quadrature demodulator is given. (p70)

Noise on A.M. and F.M. Signals

a. A.M. Noise

In the case of A.M. the noise produces an amplitude

variation of the total sigpal picked up by the

receiver. The noise output of the demodulation is of a

constant amplitude with frequency. (p76)

b. F.M. Noise

In the case of F.M. the noise produces a phasti

modulation of the received signal. This results in the

noise content of the demodulator output increasing with

frequency ie a triangular noise spectrum. (p78)

Pre-emphasis and De-emphasis

With F.M. to improve the signal-to-noise ratio at higher

frequencies it is necessary to boost the amplitude of the

higher modulating frequencies before the modulator. This is

known as pre-emphasis. (p79)

Conversely, at the receiver, in order to recover the signal

with a level of frequency response the reverse process is

performed. This is known as de-emphasis. (p81)

Pulse Modulation

With pulse modulation the carrier is no longer a sine wave

but is now a train of pulses. (p5)

Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM)

With PAM the amplitude of the of the pulses dpends on the

amplitude of the modulating signal.

Pulse Width Modulation (PWM)

With PWM the duration of the carrier pulses is varied in

sympathy with the modulating signal.
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Pulse Code Modulation (PCM)

With PCM instead of sending an analogue PAM signal along the

signal path, a series of pulses representing a binaty number
is transmitted. Each binary code represents the amplitude of

the modulating signal at that point in time.

Advantages of PCM

At the detection stage it is simply necessary to differentiate

between the presence or absence of a pulse. Thus distortion

and added noise are less important. (p84)

Disdavantages of PCM

The equipment required is more complex and the signal
requires a wider bandwidth than an A.M. or P.M. signal. In

addition if the distortion or noise effects are excessive

total failure of the system can result.

PCM Modulation or Coder (p85)

Three stages are required

a. Sample and hold.

b. Quantisation.

c. Binary coding of the samples.

a. Sampling

The sampling rate must be at least twice the highest
frequency contained in the waveform. In practice a

factor of approximately 2.2 is used. (p86)

b. Quantising

The sampled amplitude is set against a scale of

discrete levels or quantising steps. The more steps the

greater the accuracy of reproduction of the original
waveform. The difference between the true level of the

signal and its quantised value causes quantising noise.
Increasing the number of quantising levels reduces the

amount of noise produced.
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I

c. Coding

In practice the code pattern used in PCM employs a non

return to zero signal (NRZ).

In addition error detection may be available including

the use of parity bits.

PCM Bandwidth/Bit Rate

By suitable pulse shaping the bandwidth needed may be

restricted to a value equal to the b^t rate. (p89)

Bit rate = number of bits per sample x sampling frequency x

number of channels

PCM Decoder

Three Sections are required: (p91)

a. lock receiver to input and store the binary coded sample.

b. binary-to-analogue conversion.

c. filtering of the signal.

Multiplexing

Multiplexing is a process by which a number of channels are

sent over a common path.

Frequency Division Multiplex (F.D.M.) (p7)

Each channel is allocated a separate operating band of

frequencies. The modulation may be A.M. or F.M. each channel

using a different carrier frequency.

Time Division Multiplex (T.D.M.) (p9)

With this form of multiplexing the channels are separated by

time, each channels being applied in sequence to the

transmission path. The most common modulation used here is

PCM.

P.A. Lacy/MB/MODSS
27th September 1984
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INTRODUCTION

1. "Boy winks at girl; girl slaps boy's facei"

This could be considered an example of communication in

which information is sent over a transmission medium

using an appropriate codei

I.l Modulation is the process in which a message is

translated into information bearing signals and

demodulation the process by which the original message

is recovered. This is illustrated in figure 1.

MODULATIONDEMODULATION

MESSAGE

(modulating->■MODULRTOR

signal)

SIGNRL

>- DEMODULATOR
PRTH

ORIGINAL

MESSAGE

Figure 1; A system employing modulation

1.2 The main reasons for using modulation in broadcast

systems are:

b.

to change the frequency of a signal such as an
audio or a video signal, to put it into the radio
frequency band. It can then be transmitted as a

radio frequency wave.

to prevent interference between different channels
sharing a common transmission medium. This is made
possible by allocating each channel a different
fregency band in which to operate.
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c. to reduce the distortion of the signal caused by

the non-linear frequency response of the trans

mission path. This distortion is related to the

ratio of the highest to lowest frequency component

of the signal. Suitable choice of operating

frequency can reduce this ratio.

d. to minimise the effect of 'noise'. Noise is the

term used for random signals generated within, or

induced into signal paths. This form of inter

ference is generally noticed as a background hiss

on sound channels or as a 'snow' effect on a

television picture. Some methods of modulation can

significantly reduce the effect that noise has on

the signal.

1.3 Analogue Methods of Modulation

The modulating process involves the use of a signal

known as a 'carrier*. To obtain modulation some

parameter associated with this carrier signal must be

changed in some way in line with the modulating signal.

The demodulator at the receiving end of the signal path

will then detect this change and recover the original

message.
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1.4 The carrier signal is often a sinewave. You will recall

from the work you did in the phasors package that a

sinusoidal waveform can be described by the following

equation:

E sin (2n f t + 4))
c c

where e is the instantaneous aynplitude of the waveform

at any time (t).

The following parameters associated with this waveform

could be varied by the modulating process.

a- the peak amplitude of the carrier

b. f^ - the frequency of the carrier

c. <|) - the phase of the carrier.

These methods of modulation are known respectively as:

a. Amplitude Modulation

b. Frequency Modulation

c. Phase Modulation

1.5 The effect of using each of these methods to modulate a

sinusoidal carrier are shown over the page in figure 2.
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MODULRTING

SIGNRL

RMPLITUDE

MODULRTED

CRRRIER

FREQUENCY

MODULRTED

CRRRIER

PHRSE

MODULRTED

CRRRIER

0

CONSTRNT

AMPLITUDE

AMPLITUDE DEPENDS ON THE AMPLITUDE

OF THE MODULATING SIGNAL

CONSTANT

FREQUENCY

FREQUENCY DEPENDS ON THE AMPLITUDE

OF THE MODULATING SIGNAL

^■J

CONSTANT
FREQUENCY

PHASE DEPENDS ON THE AMPLITUDE OF THE
MODULATING SIGNAL - FREQUENCY DEPENDS
ON THE RATE OF CHANGE OF PHASE

FIG.2MODULnilON NRVEFORMS
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1.6 Pulse Modulation

In pulse modulation the carrier is a series of pulses

rather than a sinewave. Usually either the amplitude or

the width of the pulses is varied by the modulating
signal. These are referred to as pulse amplitude

modulation (PAM) or pulse width modulation (PWM)

respectively. This is illustrated in figure 3.

MODULRTING

SIGNRL

PULSE

RMPLITUDE 0
MODULRTION

CONSTRNT

RMPLITUDE

RMLITUDE DEPENDS ON RMPLITUDE

OF THE MODULRTING SIGNRL

PULSE

HIDTH 0
MODULRTION

CONSTRNT

PULSE NIDTH

PULSE WIDTH DEPENDS ON RMPLITUDE

OF THE MODULRTING SIGNRL

FIG 3 - PULSE MODULflTION
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1.7 Pulse Code Modulation

Digital communication systems are more rugged and are

generally less affected by noise than analogue system.

Signal processing using computer techniques can also be

used once the signal is in digital form to either

improve its quality, or to change it in some way to

produce special effects.

1.8 With pulse code modulation (PCM) instead of sending an

analogue PAM signal along the signal path, a series of

digital 'numbers' are sent. Each number, or binary

code, describes the amplitude of a particular pulse in

the PAM waveform. This is illustrated in figure 4.

PflM

Modulator
Encoding

PHHPCM

Signa /

MODULRTING

SIGNRL 0

PCM

PRM

WRVEFORM 0 —^JLjlJI

Each binary sequence describes the
amplitude of a PRM pulse

it ^

SIGNRL 0 —^ ^^
BZNHRY cone

Figure 4: PCM

JUL-TUUL
OlOt out lOtO

1.9 At the far end of the signal path the digital informa

tion received is first decoded and is then used to

reproduce the original modulating waveform.
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1.10 Multiplexing

Multiplexing is the process by which a number of

channels are sent over a common path using radio

propagation or land lines. The method used must ensure

that each channels remains independent of the others to

prevent interference between them.

1.11 Frequency Division Multiplex

In frequency division multiplex (F.D.M.) we allocate

each channel a frequency band in which to operate

unique to that particular channel. This is illustrated

in figure 5.

/N

RMPLITUDE

W
CHANNEL 1

-H-

f 1

CHANNEL 2
^

CHANNEL 3
1

i2i3

-> FREQUENCY

Figure 5: Frequency Division Multiplex
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1.12 Multiplexing channels using FDM normally involves using

either amplitude or frequency modulation to put each

channel on a different carrier frequency. This is

illustrated in figure 6.

MODULRTOR

CHANNEL 1
INPUT >-

CRRRIER fl

MODULATOR

CHANNEL 2
INPUT >■

CARRIER fZ

SIGNALS

COMBINED

MODULATOR

CHANNEL 3
INPUT >■

CARRIER fS

COMMON

SIGNHL
PMTH

Figure 6; An FDM System
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1.13 Time Division Multiplex (TDM)

As an alternative to separating channels by means of

frequency it is possible to separate each channel's use

of a transmission medium by means of time. In time

division multiplex (TDM) each channel is applied in

sequence to the transmission path for a short period of
time. This is illustrated in figure 7.

CHnNNEL 1

INPUT —

CHANNEL 2

INPUT —

CHANNEL 3

INPUT —

CHANNEL

SWITCHING

TRRNSMISSION

->
PRTH

/N

AMPLITUDE

CHANNEL 1CHANNEL 2CHANNEL 3

■>

TIME

SIGNALS ON TRANSMISSION PATH

Figure 7; Time Division Multiplex

1.14 TDM is commonly used to multiplex channels which are

already in PCM form.
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AMPLITUDE MODULATION

2. In this chapter we will consider in more detail the

hasic principles of amplitude modulation# Several

different forms of amplitude modulation have been

derived and we shall consider;

a. full carrier amplitude modulation (AM)

b. double sideband suppressed carrier (dsbsc)

c. quadrature modulation

d. single sideband (ssb)

e. vestigial sideband (vsb)

2.1 Basic Principles of Full Carrier Amplitude Modulation

Let us start by defining the carrier waveform by:

E sin (2iif t)
c c

where E^ is the peak amplitude of the carrier

and f is the carrier frequency
c

This carrier is amplitude modulated by a singli

sinusoidal tone given by

E sin (2it f t)
m m

where E^ is the peak amplitude of the modulating

signal

and f^ is its frequency.

Both these waveforms are illustrated in figure 8
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MODULRTING

SIGNRL^4
e = E sin (2 ̂ f t) m ̂ m '

CRRRIER

e = sin (2 % t)

RMPLITUDE

MODULRTED

CRRRIER

= (E + E sin(2 % f t) ) sin (2 n f t) ^ c m . ID w

Figure 8s Amplitude Modulated Carrier
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2.2 If we consider the waveform of the modulated carrier in

figure 8, when the amplitude of the modulating signal

is zero, the carrier amplitude is E^. When modulated,

the carrier amplitude varies sinusoidally between

(E + E ) and (E - E )
cm cm

I.e.E ± E
c m

ISIow a sine function has positive and negative values

hence the amplitude of modulated signal will be given by-

Amplitude =E + E sin(2'jif t)
cm m

Inserting this statement into the equation for the

carrier giv^s us the equation for the amplitude

modulated carrier. ^
Amplitude Modulated Carrier

[e + E sin (2iif t)]sin (27if t)

2.3 Depth of Modulation

The amount of modulation a carrier has undergone is

referred to as the "depth of modulation" or "percentage

modulation".

From figure 8 we can see that the amplitude of the

unmodulated carrier (E ) varies plus and minus E when
c m

modulated. The depth of modulation will depend on the

ratio of these two parameters. The depth of modulation

is indicated by the Modulation Factor (k).

where
E

k=m

E
c
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This ratio can be expressed as a percentage

i.e. percentage modulationk X 100%

E

^ X 100%
c

Maximum modulation occurs when k = 1, E = E . The
m c

carrier amplitude now doubles at points of maximum

amplitude falling to zero when the amplitude is minimum.

2.4 When viewing a modulated waveform on an oscilloscope,

rather than measure E_ and E_, it is much easier to c m

measure the maximum and minimum peak to peak amplitude

of the waveform.

In this case the depth of modulation can be obtained from

E - E .
max mm

E + E .
max mm

HfA

Where E and E . are shown in figure 9
max mm

max mm

Figure 9: Depth of Modulation
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2,5 Units

When taking measurements on waveforms it is essential

to state in exact terms the units that are being used.

For instance voltage can be measured as volts peak#

volts peak to peak or volts rms. To prevent any

uncertainty always quote the full description for the

units used.

egV pkV pk to pkV rms

2.6 Modulating Envelope

The overall general shape of a modulated carrier is

often referred to as its 'envelope'. This is shown as a

dotted line in figure 9. In practice this line does not

exist other than in the mind of the person viewing it.
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Exercise

2.7

Determine from the diagram drawn above:

a. The peah amplitude of the unmodulated carrier (E^)

b. The depth of modulation.

c. The percentage modulation.

2.8 A 50V rms carrier is amplitude modulated to a depth

k = 0.8. Determine the maximum and minimum peak to peak

amplitude of the modulated signal.

2.9 Determine the percentage modulation of an amplitude

modulated carrier which varies in amplitude between 50V

pk to pk and lOOV pk to pk.
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Answers to Exercise

2.7 a. 30V pk

b. , k = 0.667

c. 66.7%

2.8 Maximum amplitude = 254.6V pk to pk,

Minimum amplitude == 28.3V pk to pk.

2.9 33.3%

■ Uy
- j
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2.10 The Frequency Spectrum of an AM Signal

When we analyse an amplitude modulated signal we may

find there are component frequencies present that at

first glance we might not expect. For example;

If we have a IMHz sinusoidal carrier and modulate it by

a ITcHz sine wave then we get a waveform similar to that

shown below in figure 10.

1 Mhz CARRIER

IkHz MODULATION ENVELOPE

Figure 10: AM Waveform

2.11 The waveform in figure 10 can be shown to comprise

three distinct frequency components, each of constant

amplitude.

a. The carrier frequency component at IMHz.

b. A component at a frequency at IMHz + IkHz (lOOlkHz)

c. A component at a frequency at IMHz - IkHz (999kHz)

This is illustrated by the frequency versus amplitude

spectrum diagram in figure 11a.
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/N

RMPLITUDE

/N

/N/N

■>
NN

NXX
X

S)•—<

CD(S(S
cnS)G}
an«—•

FREQUENCY

■0/

b.

/N

AMPLITUDE

Ec

Em
2

Carr i er
~ "TPT "

LSFUSF
■/K~

(fc-fm) fc (fc+fm)
FREQUENCY

Figure II; Frequency Spectrum of an i\M waveform

2.12 In more general terms the frequency components will be
as shown in figure 11.b.
The component at a frequency below that of the carrier

is called the 'Lower Side Frequency' (LSF) and that

above the carrier frequency the "Upper Side Frequency'
(USF).
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Carr i er

LSF<—
rotat i ng

at (f c—fm)

rotat i ng

at fc

->USF
rotat i ng

at(fc+fm)

Figure 12; Phasor diagram

2.13 Phasor representation of an AM waveform

We can show that these frequency components must be

present by adding the components together and producing

the original modulated waveform. One method of

obtaining the sum of these frequency components is to

use a phasor diagram similar to that of figure 12.

2.14 There is one important point that we must not forget;

phasor diagrams are normally drawn and used for summing

voltages of the same frequency. In this case as each

component is at a different frequency its phasor will

be rotating at a different velocity.

To overcome this problem let us use the carrier phasor

rotating at fc as our reference and see how the other

two phasors move relative to it. The phasor represent

ing the high frequency component at (fc + fm) will

rot»t- ?»t frequency fm anticlockwise relative to the

carrier phasor, whereas the low frequency component at

(fc - fm) will rotate at a frequency fm clockwise

relative to the carrier phasor. This is illustrated in

figure 13.
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Carrier (reference)

. now stationary

LSF <r-\-
rot at i ng at -fm ̂

relative to carrier

-4-^usf
^ rotating at +fm
relative to carrier

—

Figure 13; Phaser Diagram

2.15 If we now sum these three phasors at various intervals

throughout a cycle of the modulating waveform, e.g.

every 45®, we shall obtain the resultant phasors shown

in figure 14. These phasors give the envelope of the

modulated carrier waveform.
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2.16 Frequency Spectrum of an AM Carrier Modulated by an

?^udio Signal

Speech or music channels contain a whole range of

frequency components from a few hertz to many kilo-

hertz. If a carrier is modulated by such a signal then

each frequency component will produce corresponding

upper and a lower side frequency components in the

frequency spectrum of the modulated signal. The

bandwidth of the modulated signal will therefore extend

from a frequency equal to the carrier frequency plus

the highest modulating frequency down to the carrier

frequency minus the highest modulating frequency. This

is illustrated in figure 15.

Carr i er

/N

1 oujer
side band

upper
side band

frequency

f c

u

<+-

I
u

+
u

bandwi dth

=2Xfh

+
u

<+■

fc = carrier frequency

fl = lowest modulating frequency component

fh = highest modulating frequency component

Figure 15; Frequency Spectrum of a Carrier Modulated by
Speech or Music
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2.17 Components above the carrier frequency are normally

referred to as the 'upper sideband' and those below as

the 'lower sideband'.

The overall bandwidth is equal to 2xf^

where f = highest modulating frequency component
h

2.18 Figure 16 illustrates the convention commonly used to

differentiate between the side frequencies caused by

the high and low modulating signals.

Cam i er

(fc-Fh)

> FREQUENCY

Figure 16; Conventions for LSB and USB

The triangular shape used to bracket the upper and

lower sidebands is not meant to give any indication of

their relative amplitude but to differentiate between

high and low modulating frequencies. The slope of each

triangle points to the position of the carrier

frequency component, i.e. a modulating frequency of zero.
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2.19 Bandwidth of a AM signal

For an amplitude modulated signal to reach the far end

of the signal path without distortion all its frequency

components must suffer the same gain or loss throughout

the system. This suggests that the minimum bandwidth of

transmitter, the transmission medium (land lines or

free space) and the receiver must be at least twice the

highest modulating frequency. In practice the bandwidth

is a compromise between fidelity, gain and suscept-

ability to interference.

2.20 Demodulation of an Amplitude Modulated Signal

The shape of the modulation envelope is identical to

the original modulating waveform. Hence, it is this

that the demodulator will attempt to recover. Various

different circuits will be found in use, some giving

greater fidelity than others, A circuit commonly found

in domestic receivers is the envelope detector or diode

demodulator. This circuit is shown in figure 17. It is

similar in some way to a half wave rectifier.
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O

AMPLITUDE

MODULATED

SIGNAL

o-

C1

II-o
C2

DEMODULRTED

OUTPUT

SIGNRL

HO

INPUT

WRVEFORM

OUTPUT
S

s;N
N

tv
<s

u
>

1^

WRVEFORM || j
lUJL/Ln^OTULJ L

Figure 17; Diode Demodulator or Envelope Detector

2.21 The diode conducts during the positive peaks of the

input waveform. This charges the reservoir capacitor .

discharges between peaks via R to allow the voltage

on to follow the envelope of the input waveform.

is a dc block.
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Exercise

2.22 a. a lOOV pk, 200kHz carrier is amplitude modulated

to a depth of 80% by a 5kHz sinusoidal tone.

Sketch the frequency spectrum of the modulated

signal. Determine the amplitude of the frequency

components and the bandwidth of the signal.

b. What would be the effect of passing this modulated

signal through an amplifier with a bandwidth of

5kHz centred on 200kHz.

c. Instead of modulating with a single tone, a

complex audio signal containing frequency

components between lOOHz to 4.5kHz is used to

modulate the carrier. Sketch a diagram to show the

frequency spectrum of the modulated signal

indicating clearly which of its components

comprise the upper and lower sidebands.

d. The modulated signal in part (c) is now passed

through an amplifier with a bandwidth of 5kHz

centred on 200kHz. Sketch the frequency spectrum

of the signal at the output of the amplifier and

use it to determine what effect the amplifier will

have on the final audio signal when it is

demodulated.

2.23 Explain the purpose of each of the capacitors used in

the diode AM demodulator of figure 17. What factors

would determine the value of each of these capacitors?

NOTE When you have completed this exercise ask you

tutor for answer sheet 1.
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DOUBLE SIDEBAND SUPPRESSED CARRIER (dsbsc)

3. If we consider the frequency components of an AM

waveform we will see that it is the side frequencies

that carry information about the modulating signal* i*e*

a. The amplitude of the modulating signal determines

the ampl-Jtude of the side frequency components.

b. The frequency of the modulating signal determines

the frequency of the side frequency components.

The amplitude and frequency of the carrier component

remains unaffected by the modulating signal and as such

does not carry information.

3.1 What would happen therefore if the carrier component

was suppressed and not transmitted?

The double sideband suppressed carrier (dsbsc) signal

will have a smaller amplitude than a full AM signal and

will in fact fall to zero when the amplitude of the

modulating signal is zero. Whereas with full carrier

amplitude modulation when the modulating signal

amplitude is zero the carrier signal is still trans

mitted.

This is one of the reasons why dsbsc is used to carry

the stereo signal on UK VHP broadcasts and for colour

information in the PAL Television system. If the stereo

signal is zero or the colour signal is zero, then the

dsbsc signal broadcast by these systems will be zero.

3.2 Unfortunately a dsbsc signal is more difficult to

demodulate than a full AM signal as an envelope

detector cannot be used. This will be covered later in

more detail.
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3.3 Frequency Spectrum

The frequency spectrum of a dsbsc signal when modulated

by a single sinusoidal tone is shown in figure 18.

RMPLITUDE

A?

Reference

/N/N

(fc-fm) fc (fc+fm)
-> FREQUENCY

Figure 18; Frequency Spectrum

3.4 The shape of the modulation envelope of this signal can

be obtained by summing these components using the

phasor technique described earlier in the package. This

is illustrated in figure 19.

3.5 If we consider the dsbsc waveform in figure 19 the

following points are noted.

a. The amplitude of the dsbsc signal is directly

proportional to the amplitude of the modulating

signal.

b. When the polarity of the modulating signal is

positive the dsbsc signal is in phase with the

reference carrier waveform.

c. When the polarity of the modulating signal is

negative the dsbsc signal is phase inverted with

respect to the reference carrier waveform.
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Exercise

20V

-20V

3.6 The diagram shown above represents the waveform

produced by modulating a lOkHz carrier using suppressed

carrier modulation.

a. State the shape and frequency of the modulating

signal.

ta. Sketch the frequency spectrum of the waveform.

3.7 Diagrams (a) and (b) below represent signals used to

modulate a 2kHz carrier signal using suppressed carrier

modulation. Sketch the dsbsc waveform produced by each.

2V

IV

0

-IV

TIME

-h3V

+ 2V

+1V

6 time ms
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On completion of this exercise ask your tutor for
answer sheet No. 2.
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3.8 Dsbsc Modulator

A simplified explanation of how a dsbsc signal can be

produced is given below.

BRLflNCED MODULRTOR

MODULRTING

SIGNRL
OUTPUT

CARRIER

CARRIER OPERATED

SWITCH

MODULATING ^
SIGNAL 0

CARRIER

MODULATOR
OUTPUT

rs/I

OUTPUT
AFTER
FILTER

Figure 20; Simplified dsbsc Modulator
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In figure 20, the electronic switch shown has two

inputs, the modulating signal and an inverted version

of the modulating signal. The switch is operated at the

carrier frequency to produce the output shown. The

switching action makes this output a modulated

*squarewave'. To produce a modulated sinusoidal output,

this waveform has to be passed through a low pass

filter to remove harmonics of the carrier frequency

produced by the switching action.

3.9 A dsbsc modulator is normally called a 'Balanced

Modulator*. The circuit will usually include a control

for 'balancing out' the carrier. This ensures that the

output is zero when the modulating signal is zero.

3.10 Demodulation of a dsbsc signal

An envelope detector cannot be used to demodulate a

dsbsc signal, consider figure 21.

MODULATING ^
SIGNRL 0

'wDSBSC
SIGNRL

ENVELOPE
DETECTOR
OUTPUTAKk>Al\]b.

Figure 21; Envelope Demodulation of a dsbsc Signal
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The output of the envelope detector is not the same

shape as the original modulating signal. The main

reason for this is that this circuit is not sensitive

to the phase of the dsbsc signal. That is, if the dstosc

signal is in phase with the reference carrier the

polarity of the output should be positive but if it is

inverted with respect to the reference carrier then the

polarity of the output should be negative.

3.11 Reference therefore must be made to the original

carrier when demodulating a dsbsc signal. A. commonly

used circuit for demodulating a dsbsc signal is the

synchronous demodulator. The circuit of this is very

similar to the dsbsc modulator considered earlier.

n

INPUT

CARRIER

OUTPUT

/I I I I 111
^ 12345B789

CARRIER OPERATED

SWITCH

4 6

Nj

8

V N\/

Figure 22; Synchronous Demodulator
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With reference to figure 22/ the carrier operated

switch switches the output loetween direct and inverted

versions of the dsbsc input signal; in this case a

modulated 'squarewave'. If the phase of the reference
is exactly synchronised with the carrier Useil

in the modulator then the original modulating signal

will be reproduced at the output.

3.12 Normally the input will be a dsbsc signal modulated
onto a sinusoidal carrier and the output waveform will

be similar to that illustrated in figure 23.

DSBSC

SYNCHRONOUS DEMODULRTOR

LPF

INPUT

CARRIER

\ 1oo
DEMODULATED

>

/ 1
SIGNAL

DSBSC
INPUT 0
SIGNRL

OUTPUT
OF 0

SWITCH

OUTPUT
OF 0

FILTER

Figure 23: DSBSC Demodulation
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3.13 With reference to figure 23, passing the output of the

switch through a low pass filter will remove the

carrier frequency component and its harmonics. The

output of the low pass filter will then be similar to

the original modulating signal.

3.14 For the synchronous demodulator to work correctly some

way must be found of ensuring the carrier used iu

demodulating the dsbsc signal is of the correct

frequency and phase. One method involves adding a small

amplitude pilot carrier component to the transmitted

dsbsc signal. This is filtered out in the receiver and

is used to control the frequency and phase of an

oscillator used to generate a reference carrier signal. sj/

This method is used in demodulating the stereo signal

in UK VHP broadcasts.

3.15 Another method involves sending a sample of the carrier

signal when the normal dsbsc signal is not being

transmitted. Tn the PAL colour television system,

information about the colour content of each line of

the picture is sent as a dsbsc signal. Between lines

when this signal is zero a short pulse or 'burst' ol:

the reference carrier is sent. The oscillator in the

receiver, used to generate the reference carrier for

demodulation is phase locked to this burst and hence

the carrier will be of the correct frequency and phase

to demodulate the colour signals.
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QUADRATURE MODULATION

4. This is a form of dsbsc modulation that enables two

signals to be modulated onto a single carrier. At the

far end of the signal path the two modulating signals

can be recovered indepedently of each other.

4.1 Consider the circuit shown in figure 24 comprising a

balanced modulator and a synchronous demodulator.

BRLflNCED

MODULATOR

SYNCHRONOUS

DEMODULATOR

MODULATING

SIGNAL

CARRIER

TRANSMISSION

PATH

NO

OUTf'UT

PHASE

SHIFT

Figure 24; DSBSC Modulator and Demodulator

In this circuit the carrier fed to the synchronous

demodulator is 90® out of phase with that used in the

modulator. The effect this has on the output of the

demodulator is illustrated in figure 25.
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SYNCHRONOUS DEMODULRTOR

DSBSC

INPUT

CARRIER90 PHASE

SHIFT

DSBSC
INPUT
SIGNAL

Switched at f

~ 1
LPF

ZERO

\ 1OO
OUTPUT

/ 1
-X.

/

AnnrLTLTimrL

OUTPUT OF
SWITCHING
CIRCUIT

r
Switched at 2xf

FREQUENCY

SPECTRUM

OF OUTPUT
Filter I

pass band' /|s/N

•f m 2f c

(2fc-fm) (2fc+-fm)

■> FREQUENCY

Figure 25; Demodulation with Carrier 90** Out of Phase
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4.2 Because of the 90" phase shift in the carrier instead

of reproducing the original modulating signal it
becomes switched at twice the carrier frequency. Its

frequency spectrum will therefore be centred on 2fc and

none of its frequency components will pass through the

low pass filter.

i.e. there will be no output if there is a phase

difference of 90" between the carriers used to modulate

and demodulate a dsbsc signal.

4.3 This principle is used in quadrature modulation to
separate the two channels. This is illustrated in
figure 26 and 27 •

BRLRNCED

MODULRTORS

SYNCHRONOUS

DEMODULRTORS

CHRNNEL 1
comoN

SI6NRL

/K PRTH vj/

CHRNNEL 2

CRRRIER

A\
OO

/\
?

CHRNNEL

I

OUTPUT

A\
oo

/ \
?

CHRNNEL

2

OUTPUT

90'

Figure 26; A system using Quadrature Modulation
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4.4 With reference to figure 26, channel 1 is modulated

onto the carrier direct but channel 2 uses a carrier

phase shifted 90®.

This phase relationship is also true of the carriers

used in the demodulators. This means that:

a. The same phase of carrier is used to modulate and

demodulate channel 1. Hence channel 1 will be

demodulated correctly. The same argument is true

for channel 2.

b. Any signal from channel I's modulator fed to

channel 2's demodulator produces output. Tliis

is because the carriers are 90® out of phase. The

same argument is true of any signal from channels

2's modulator reaching the channel 1 demodulator.

It produces no output. The outputs of the two

channels are therefore independent of each other.

These points are illustrated in figure 27.
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MODULATORSDEMODULATORS

CHANNEL 1
CHAN I ^

OUTPUT

CARRIERS

IN-PHASE

OUTPUT

CARRIER

CONSIDERING CHANNEL 1 INPUT

MODULATORSDEMODULATORS

CHANNEL 2

CARRIERS IN-PHASE

CARRIERS

OUTPUT

CHAN 2

OUTPUT

CONSIDERING CHANNEL 2 INPUT

Figure 27; Quadrature Demodulation
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SINGLE SIDEBAND SUPPRESSED CARRIER (SSB)

5. In single sideband (ssb) operation only one sideband is

sent along the signal path. The other sideband and the

carrier component are suppressed. You will recall that

all the information required to reproduce the original

modulating signal, its amplitude and frequency, are

contained in either of the two sidebands of an AM

carrier. Transmitting and receiving only one of these

sidebands will enable the original modulating signal to

be recovered. A synchronous demodulator is normally

used to do this.

5.1 Single sideband operation has the following advantages

and disadvantages;

a. The bandwidth of the transmitted signal will be

half that of a double sideband signal. This

presents the possibility of multiplexing many more

channels within a given frequency band. For this

reason British Telecom have made extensive use of

ssb operation in the telephone system.

b. SSB operation is favoured for long range point to

point communication. For example it is used to

carry World Service programmes to Ascension

Island. From here it is rebroadcast to South

America and Southern Africa using full carrier AM.

With ssb operation:

i. the reduced bandwidth of the ssb signal

enables the receiver to be made more

selective and therefore is less affected by

noise.

ii. an ssb transmitter concentrates its output

power into only one sideband. Hence the level

of useful power received at the far end of

the signal path is correspondingly greater.
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c. When we considered dsbsc demodulation we saw that

the carrier used in the receiver must be of the

correct frequency and phase. In fact phase errors

will cause a reduction in the output of the

demodulator. For instance we saw that a 90® phase

difference will cause the demodulator output to

fall to zero. This does not happen with ssb

operation. Any phase error in the carrier used for

demodulation only causes a change in phase of the

demodulated signal, no reduction in its amplitude,

and in most cases this phase change is not

important.

d. ssb is sensitive to the frequency of the carrier

used in the receiver. For instance if this carrier

is lOHz high or low then the frequency of the

demodulated signal will be incorrect by lOHz. This

may not affect the intelligibility of speech on

telephone channels but does have a marked effect

on a music channel where the harmonic relationship

between the various frequency components is

important. The accuracy of the oscillators used in

speech telephony channels is therefore not crital

but very accurate and stable oscillators must be

used on links carrying music.

W e. In some systems the carrier is not suppressed and

is sent at full or reduced power. The carrier

component is then separated from the ssb signal

and used to demodulate it. In this case the

carrier's phase and frequency will obviously be

correct.

f. In some ssb systems two independent ssb channels

are combined and sent as a double sideband plus

carrier signal. At the receiving end, the two ssb

channels are demodulated independently of each

other. This is called "Independent .Sideband"

operation.
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VESTIGIAL SIDEBAND (VSB)

6. Vestigial sideband operation is another way of reducing

the bandwidth required by an amplitude modulated

signal. It is used extensively in television broad

casting.

6.1 In vestigial sideband operation the carrier and one

sideband is sent complete plus a 'vestige' of the other

sideband. This is illustrated in figure 28.

VISION CRRRIER
/N

fc-5.5MHz fc fc+5.5MHz

Spectrum for Full Carrier RM Television Signal

VISION CARRIER
/1^

FREQUENCY

FREQUENCY

fc-1.75MHzfc+5.5MHz

Spectrum for a VSB Television Signal

Figure 28; VSB Television Spectrum

The example given in figure 28 Shows that whereas full
carrier AM would require an llMHz bandwidth with vsb

operation this is reduced to around 7.25MHz.

Lt'
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6.2 The vsb signal received at the far end of the signal

path will be full carrier double sideband signal at low

modulating frequencies. At high modulating frequencies

it will be one sideband plus carrier. This will mean

that;

a. The amplitude of low frequency components in the

demodulated signal will be larger than at high

frequencies. This can be overcome by suitably

shaping the frequency response of the receiver.

b. because the signal is ssb at high modulating

frequencies it is normal these days to demodulate

it using a synchronous demodulator. This improves

the linearity of the demodulation process.
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7. FURTHER QUESTIONS

7.1 State four reasons why modulation is used in broadcast

systems.

7.2 State the essential features of the following types of

modulation:

a. Frequency

b. Phase

c. Amplitude

7.3 Explain the essential difference between pulse

amplitude, pulse width and pulse code modulation.

7.4 State in full the following abbreviated terms:

a. D.S.B.S.C.

b. S.S.B.

c. V.S.B.

7.5 Expl'ain the essential difference between D.S.B.S.C.,

S.S.B. and V.S.B. and basic amplitude modulation.

7.6 Explain why the bandwidth requirements of D.S.B.C.,

S.S.B. and V.S.B. are different.

7.7 A modulated carrier is given by the expression:

e = [E + E sin (2iif t)]sin (2iif t)
cm m c

a. Sketch the waveform represented by this expression

b. Explain the significance of each termin in the

expression in relation to the waveform you have

drawn.
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c. Multiply out the expression and identify the

carrier signal component. Hence determine an

expression for a D.S.B.S.C. modulated carrier.

d. Sketch the waveform represented by the expression

for the D.S.B.S.C. signal.

7.8 Explain the terms;

a. Modulation envelope

b. Envelope detector

c. Balanced modulator

d. Synchronous demodulator.

7.9 Explain why an envelope detector cannot be used to

demodulate a D.S.BfiC. signal. Explain the action of a

circuit that can be used to demodulate a D.S.B.S.C.

signal.

7.10 Why do the carriers used in quadrature modulation have

a phase difference.

7.11 Explain the action of a two channel system using

quadrature modulation.

7.12 What advantages has quadrature modulation over other

forms of modulation?

7.13 In what way does the frequency response of a V.S.B.

receiver have to be modified to ensure a linear system?

Ask your tutor for answer sheet No. 3.
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8.

FREQUENCY MODULATION

8.1 In this chapter we shall consider:

a. The various parameters associated with frequency

modulation.

b. The spectrum and bandwidth of an F.M. signal.

c. Methods used to modulate and demodulate F.M.

signals.

d. The effect of noise on A.M. and F.M. signals.

8.2 Principles of Frequency Modulation

Let us start by defining the carrier waveform as a

sinusoidal waveform.

E sin (2Tif t)
c ̂ c

E^ is the peak amplitude of the carrier

and f^ is the frequency of the unmodulated carrier.

VHien modulated, the frequency of the carrier will be

related to the amplitude of the modulating signal. The

amplitude of the carrier when modulated remains

constant at E .
c

Figure 29 illustrates the modulated carrier waveform

and the modulating signal. The latter is a sinewave

given by:

E sin (2itf t)
m m

where E^ is the peak amplitude of the modulating signal,

and f^ the frequency of the modulating signal.
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MODULRTING

SIGNAL

FREQUENCY

OF

MODULATED ' c

CARRIER

FREQUENCY

MODULATED

CARRIER

FIGURE 29 - FREQUENCY MODULRTION
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8.3 Frequency Deviation

With reference to figure 29. When the modulating signal

is zero, the carrier frequency is f^. As the modulating

signal changes in amplitude, the carrier frequency

changes or deviates from f .

The maximum change in carrier frequency from its normal

value (f ), is known
c

the modulated signal.

value (f ), is known as the frequency deviation (f,) of
c d

In the example given in figure 29 the modulating signal

is a sinewave. The waveform has both positive and

negative values hence the carrier frequency will,

during one cycle of the modulating signal, increase in

frequency to (f + f^)
c d

and fall in frequency to (f^ -

In fact the change in the carrier frequency at any

instant is directly proportional to the amplitude of

the modulating signal.

hence for a modulating signal

e = E sin 2xf t
mm

now A f ̂ = f ̂ sin Sxf^t where f^ is proportional to

hence

the frequency of the modulated carrier will be given by
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8.4 Exercise

a. A lOMHz 50V pk carrier is modulated by a 2kHz lOV

pk sinewave. The modulated carrier has a frequency

deviation of 20kHz. Sketch a diagram to illustrate

the essential features of the modulated carrier

waveform.

b. State an expression for the instantaneous

amplitude modulated carrier signal inserting in it

the parameters for amplitude and frequency given

in part a.

c. What will be the effect on the modulated carrier if:

a. The amplitude of the modulating signal is

reduced to 5V pk.

b. The amplitude of the modulating signal

remains at lOV pk, but the modulating

frequency is reduced to IkHz.

w

Ask your tutor for answer sheet No. 4.
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9. FREQUENCY SPECTRUM OF AN F.M. SIGNAL

9.1 The spectrum of an F.M. signal is more complex than

that for A.M. For instance, theoretically, even when

the modulating signal is a simple sinewave the

modulated waveform contains an infinite number of side

frequencies with a wide range of amplitudes. This may

seem rather daunting but in practice is somewhat simpler.

W

Consider a carrier modulated by a simple sinusoidal

tone (f ). The side frequencies produced are spaced f
m m

apart on both sides of the carrier frequency. This is

illustrated in figure 30.

(f c-3-Fm)

side frequencies spaced
apai

n

(fc-2fm)

(fc-fm)\ fc ^(fc+fm)
r carri er c—

component

(fc+3fmi

(fc+2fm)

Figure 30 Spectrum of an F.M. Signal
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9.2 Carson's Rule

Although theoretically therie are an infinite number of

side frequencies the amplitude of the very high and

very low frequency components is not significant.

Carson's Rule states that in general all components

greater than 5% of the carrier amplitude are contained

within a bandwidth of 2 (fd + fm).

ie (fd + fm) either side of the carrier frequency.

9.3 Modulation Index

Calculating the exact amplitude of each component

frequency is rather mathematical and will be left for

consideration on another course. It is sufficient at

this time to hnow that the general amplitude of the

various side frequencies depends on a parameter called

the modulation index of the waveform.

Where

Modulation Index =

(M.I.)

The number of side frequencies present in an P.M.

waveform and their amplitude are inter-related. This is

because the phasor sum of all the side frequenies must

equal the amplitude of the modulated signal. As this is

constant for an P.M. signal it follows that, in

general, the more side frequencies there are present in

the waveform, the smaller must be their relative

amplitudes.

Let us consider how each of the parameters fd, fm and

the modulation index affect the frequency components.

When the amplitude of the modulating frequency is

increased f increases. The bandwidth of the signal
d

given by 2(f^ + f^) increases. More side frequencies,

spaced (f ) apart will now be accommodated within this
bandwidth and hence the general amplitude of each will

be smaller.
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Increasing the modulating frequency will increase the

spacing between the side frequencies. The bandwith of

the signal given by 2(fd + fm) will only increase

slightly as normally f^ << f^ hence the total number of

signficant side frequencies within the signal bandwidth

will fall and their amplitude rise.

These considerations therefore suggest that the

f d
larger the modulation index ("]^) the greater will be the

number of significant side frequencies present in the

modulated waveform and the smaller will be their

amplitudes•

These points are illustrated in figure 31.
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(a)

•Fc

2(fd+fm)

general case

J_1 ^

(b) number of signifgicant components increases-
mean amplitude fallsk 1I

A

<1j.

A

t f tt ttt t

increase fd
increase M I

t t 1

(c) spacing increased
mean amplitude

r i ses

bandwidth increases

increase fm

decrease M I

bandwi dth

approx the same

Figure 31 - Frequency Spectrum^ fd, fm and M.I
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10. PHASOR REPRESENTATION OF AN F.M. WAVEFORM

10.1 Let us consider two phasors. The first phasor will

represent the unmodulated carrier waveform. It

therefore has a constant amplitude (E^) and will rotate

with a constant frequency

The second phasor represents the frequency modulated

waveform, it also has a constant amplitude but its

frequency of rotation will vary during the modulating

cycle between (f - f_) and (f + f,).
c d c d

We shall use the phasor representing the unmodulated

carrier as a reference shown as a dotted line in figure

32. This will help us appreciate the effect of

modulation on the second phasor, which represents the

modulated carrier.

10.2 Let us start by considering the effect of frequency

modulating the carrier by a squarewave.

With reference to figure 32.

Before point A the modulating signal is zero hence both

phasors will be rotating at fc with no phase difference

between them.

After point A the frequency of the modulated carrier

jumps to (fc + fd) and hence will .be rotating (fd)

faster than the phasor representing the unmodulated

carrier. Tliis will cause A phase difference to build-up

between the two phasors equal to the frequency

deviation times time

f, X time,
d
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Figure 32 Phaser Representation of F.M.
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Hence, if by point B the phase difference has built-up

to an angle by point C it will have reached

At point C when the modulating signal passes through

zero and then goes negative the phase angle between the

two phasors will stop increasing and will start to

fall. This is because after point C the phasor

representing the modulated carrier will be rotating at

(fc - fd) ie at -fd relative to the phasor representing

the unmodulated carrier. The phase difference will now

progressively reduce with time until at point E it will

be zero.

Figure 33 shows a similar diagram for frequency

modulation by a sinewave.

Vrtf'
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10.3 The main differences when comparing sinewave and

squarewave modulation is that the frequency of the

modulated carrier does not jump from fc to (fc + fd)

but increases in a sinusoidal manner only reaching (fc

+ fd) at point B.

Note once again that all the time the frequency of the

modulated carrier is higher than fc the phase angle

between the two phasors will be increasing. If by point

B the phase difference has reached an angle 0, by point

C it will be 20.

After point C the frequency of the modulated carrier

falls sinusoidally and reaches a minimum at point D.

Again as long as the carrier frequency is below fc, the

phase difference between the two phasors will be

reducing. At point E the phase difference is zero.

10.4 The phasor representing the modulated carrier swings

through an angle 20 and for a sinuoidal modulating

waveform it can be shown that the angle 0 measured in

radians is equal to the modulation index of the waveform.

This fact will be useful when we come to consider a

phase modulator and the effects of noise in an PM system.
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11. FM MODULATORS

11.1 Three conunon methods of producing frequency modulation

are:

a* use a voltage controlled oscillator.

b. alter the value of the inductance or capacitance

in the tuned circuit that controls the frequency

of the carrier oscillator

c. pass the carrier waveform through a phase change

network, the phase change produced being controlled

by the modulating signal.

Let us look at each of these in a little more detail.

11.2 Voltage Controlled Oscillator

This is often a multivibrator. The circuit comprises

two transistors that alternately switch on and off

producing a squarewave output.

The frequency of this type of oscillator is controlled

by the charge and discharge of one or more capacitors

in the circuit. Applying the modulating signal to the

circuit varies the rate at which the capacitors

discharge and hence the frequency of the oscillator.

This type of modulator is often used in video tape

recorders.

11.3 L.C. Oscillator

This type of oscillator uses a parallel tuned circuit

(oscillating at a frequency given approximately by

^ 27t/LC ^
followed by an amplifier. Positive feedback from the

output of the amplifier makes up for losses within the

tuned circuit and ensures constant amplitude oscil

lations .
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The modulator is placed across the oscillator tuned

circuit as shown in figure 34.

FM

MODULATING

OUTPUT SIGNAL

OSCILLATOR TUNED CIRCUIT

POSITIVE

FEEDBACK

MODULATOR

L

Figure 34 F.M. Modulator

The frequency of the oscillator is dependent on the

total inductance and capacitance of the oscillator

tuned circit including that of the modulator circuitry.

The modulator can comprise one of the following:

a. A coil, the inductance of which is controlled by

the modulating signal. The circuit does this by

controlling the back emf generated across the coil

and hence its effective inductance.

b. A variable capacitance diode. This is a reverse

biased PN diode. The amount of bias applied to the

diode is controlled by the modulating signal.

Varying the bias alters the width of the depletion

layer at the junction and hence the capacitance of

the diode.
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c- A reactance stage. This is a transistor that is

made to act like either an inductive or capactive

reactance. Viz: by arranging that the current

flowing through the transistor is 90® out of

phase with the voltage across it.

The modulating signal alters the conduction of the

transistor and hence its effective reactance.

These modulators are found in transmitters for VHF FM

radio and for television sound broadcasting.

11.4 Phase Modulator

CONSTRNT
FREQUENCY

CRRRIER (fc)
SIGNRL

MODULRTING

II

SIGNRL

■> OUTPUT

VOLTRGE ,
CONTROLLED ,
RESISTOR ,

I

Vin

PHRSOR DIRGRRM

Figure 35 Simple Phase Modulator
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A constant frequency carrier is applied to a CR phase

shift circuit. Typically the resistor shown is in fact

a FET biased to act as a voltage controlled resistor.

The modulating signal applied to gate of the FElT alters

its resistance and hence the phase shift the circuit

produces. This is illustrated in figure 35.

In paragraph 10.3 it was stated that the phasor
fd

swing of an F.M. signal equals 20 where 0 =

i.e. the modulation index.

Applying a modulating signal to the voltage controlled

resistor causes the phasor V to swing back and forth

producing frequency deviation of the carrier signal.

W

11.5 Note that if 0 is to equal f^
f"
m

then the phasor 'swing* should be inversely proportional

to fm, the frequency of the modulating signal.

This can be produced by suitably modifying the

modulating signal before applying it to the modulator.

This is illustrated in figure 36.

CONSTANT FREQUENCY

CARRIER SIGNAL

MODULATING

SIGNALOUTPUT

OUTPUT

1/fm

PHASE

MODULATOR

eg CR

LOW PASS

FILTER

Figure 36 - Frequency modulation using
a jphase. mpdlLLatoi:*.
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12. DEMODULATING AN F.M. SIGNAL

12.1 A demodulator for F.M. is referred to as a discriminator.

It must produce an output voltage, the amplitude of

which is proportional to the frequency deviation of the

input signal.

A large number of different circuits are available. The

more modern ones are integrated circuits with little or

no adjustment required. One circuit commonly found in

radio receivers and television sound circuits is the

quadrature demodulator. With reference to figure 37a

the block diagram of a quadrature demodulator.

The input signal travels by two paths to a co-incidence

gate. One path takes the signal via a phase shift

network similar to that illustrated in figure 37b. The

phase shift produced by this circuit depends on the

frequency of the input signal and hence its frequency

deviation.

a.

BMHz ± fd

I00p7u18k

FREQUENCY

BMHz + fd

GMHi • -

BHHz - fd

PHASE

CHANGE

b.

fc+fd

PHRSE

SHIFT

LOW

PRSS

FILTER

AMPLITUDE

CLIPPER

AMPLITUDE

CLIPPER

CO-INCIDENCE

GATE

Figure 37 - Quadrature Demodulator
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12.2 After phase shifting, the signal is converted into a

squarewave by passing it through an amplitude clipping

circuit. It is then applied to a coincidence gate along

with the original non-phase shifted waveform, which has

also been converted into a squarewave.

•Fc+fd

INPUT fl

INPUT fl SHIFTED

BY 90°
INPUT B

MEflN GflTE

OUTPUT
OUTPUT flT 2fc

Figure 38(a) - Quadrature Demodulator

LOW

PflSS

FILTER

PHflSE

SHIFT

flMPLITUDE

CLIPPER

CO-INCIDENCE

GflTE

flMPLITUDE

CLIPPER
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Figure 38(a) shows the input and output of the
coincidence gate when the input signal is at the centre

frequency (fc)« The phase shift circuit is designed to

give a phase shift of 90® at this frequency.

The output of the coincidence gate is a series of

pulses at twice fc. The pulse width of which, depends

on fd, the frequency deviation. As the pulse width

varies so does the mean level of the waveform and hence

the amplitude of the output.

The . three sets of waveforms in figure 38

illustrate these points.

should

The truth table for the coincidence gate, or exclusive

NOR, is given below:

A Boutput

0 01i.e. the output is a

0 10logic 1 when the

1 00inputs are the same

1 11with both 1 or both

Use this truth table and check that you understand how

the output waveform in figure 38(a) is obtained.
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As the output waveform is symmetrical its mean level

will lie half way between its top and bottom levels.

12.3 Figures 38(b) and 38(c) show the inputs to the gate

when the signal has deviated below fc, and above fc. At

these frequencies the phase difference between the

inputs will be, less than 90® and greater than 90®,

respectively. Use the input waveforms in figures 38(b)

and (c), and truth table for the coincidence gate, to

determine the output waveform in each case. Sketch the

waveforms in the spaces provided.
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b.

INPUT RINPUT FREQUENCY

LESS THRN fc

INPUT BINPUT R SHIFTED

BY <900

GATE

OUTPUT

c.

INPUT RINPUT FREQUENCY

GREATER THAN fc

INPUT BINPUT R SHIFTED

BY >900

GRTE

OUTPUT

Figure 38(b) and (c)
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The waveforms you've drawn should show the the pulse

width of the output increases below fc and decreases

above fc, the mean level rising and falling respectively.

If this waveform is passed through a low pass filter

it will remove the high frequency pulses leaving the

mean level of the waveform. This level will rise and

fall as the input waveform deviates below and above fc

reproducing the original modulating signal. This is

illustrated in figure 39.

INPUT fctfd - SINUSOIDRL MODULflTION

R

B

GRTE

OUTPUT

MERN

LEVEL

OUTPUT

OF

FILTER

Figure 39
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13. NOISE ON A.M. AND P.M. SIGNALS

13.1 A reciever will, along with the signal, pick up a whole

range of noise components. Each of the noise components

effectively modulates the required signal producing

noise interference on top of the normal output of the

receiver.

To see how this interference affects the signal before

and after demodulation we shall consider initally, just

one noise component picked up by the receiver. This

noise component will add to and subtract from the

required signal depending on its relative phase.

Phasors representing the signal and the noise component

are shown in figure 40(a).

f "NOISE

/N

V NOISE

f SIGNAL

f NOISE

SIGNRj/ (RED

a. PHRSORSb. PHRSOR SUM

V MRX=V SIGNRL+V NOISE
/K

V MIN=V SIGNAL-V NOISE
/N

c. RESULTANT

Figure 40; Effect of Adding Signal and Noise Phasors
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13.2 AM Noise

If we sum the two phasors in figure 38(a), using the

signal phasor as a reference, we find that the noise

phasor effectively rotates relative to the signal

phasor at the difference frequency (f ~ f ).

signal noise

This is illustrated in figure 40(b).

The resultant phasor has an amplitude that varies between

V and V . where:
max mm

V = V . , + V .
max signal noise

and V . = V . , - V .
mm signal noise

This is illustrated in figure 40(c).

This variation in the amplitude of the resultant is

therefore at the difference frequency, the frequency at

(f . _ ~ f . ) which the noise phasor is rotating
signal noise ^

relative to the signal phasor.

The demodulator in an A.M. receiver will detect this

amplitude variation and will produce at its output a

noise compnent at (f . , ~ f . ).
^ signal noise

In practice there will be a whole range of input noise

signals. Each one will produce a noise component at the

output of (f . , ~ f . )•
signal noise

The amplitude variation due to the noise is directly

related to the amplitude of the input noise component.

As this is approximately constant with frequency the

noise output of the demodulator will be the same at all

frequencies.

(A constant amplitude versus frequency noise spectrum

is usually referred to as a white noise spectrum).
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This is illustrated in figure 41

OUTPUT

VOLTS

NOISE

SIGNAL—>

AM
RECEIVERDEMODULATOR

OUTPUT NOISE FREQUENCY

= f SIGNAL - i NOISE I/P

NOISE

FREQUENCY

Figure 41 Noise in an Receiver

W

13.3 P.M. Noise

With reference to figure 40: not only does the

resultant phasor vary in amplitude, but it also varies

in phase. The resultant phasor swinging back and forth

as the noise phasor rotates. This is illustrated in

figure 42.

f 6IGNAL-f NOlSE
^ NOISE

a PHASORSb RESULTANT

Figure 42 Phase Modulation due to Noise
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The phasor swinging back and forth represents a

frequency deviation of the input signal. The amount of

deviation produced will depend on the angle 0, and the

frequency at which the noise phasor rotates relative to

the signal phasor (f . _ ~ f . ).
^ ̂ signal noise

Now in frequency modulation

0 represents the modulation index where

0 = radians

transposing for fm gives

fd = 0 X fm

As 0 is constant , fd is proportional to fm

As with A.M. noise the effective modulating frequency

due to the noise is(f. .^f . ). In this
signal noise

case, because fd ©C fm, the higher the frequency of the

noise component the greater will be the effective

deviation produced.

The amplitude of the output from a discriminator in an

FM receiver depends on the frequency deviation. As fd

is proportional to fm, the higher the frequency of the

noise component, at the discriminator output the larger

will be its amplitude. This is illustrated in figure

43. It shows that noise amplitude versus frequency is

triangular in shape.
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OUTPUT

VOLTS

DISCRIMINATOR
FM

RECEIVER

NOISE OUTPUT fd

WHERE f d oc fm

NOISE

FREQUENCY

Figure 43 Noise in an P.M. Receiver

13.4 Pre-Emphasis

Figure 43 shows that the noise output of an P.M. system

increases with frequency at the discriminator output.

The ratio of signal to noise whilst good at low

frequencies will reduce at higher frequencies.

To improve the signal to noise ratio at the higher

frequencies it is necessary to boost the amplitude of

the higher modulating frequencies before they are

applied to the modulator. This process is known as pre-

emphasis and is illustrated in figure 44.

In practice pre-emphasis is obtained by using a simple

CR or LR cicuit with a time constant of SO^is (British
FM radio and television sound). This circuit has the

response illustrated in figure 44 and gives a 3dB rise
in output at about 3]cHz and 14dB rise at 15kHz.
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13.5 De-emphasis

Although the pre-emphasis has improved the signal to

noise ratio at high frequencies it has however made the

frequency response of the overall system uneven. A de-

emphasis circuit which has a complementory response to

that of the pre-emphasis is normally included after the

discriminator to correct this.

i.e. An overall level response for the signal with a

corresponding reduction in the level of noise at high

frequencies. This is illustrated in figure 45.

FM_SIGNRL

PLUS NOISE

FM
RECEIVERDISCRIMINRTOR\

DE-EMPHRSIS /?y

OUTPUT

-14dB

OUTPUT OF

DE-EMPHflSIS

CIRCUIT

3kHz

L- FREQUENCY

SIGNRL

15kHz

NOISE

FREQUENCY

Figure 45 De-emphasis
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14. EXERCISE

14.1 An P.M. signal has the following parameters when

modulated by a SkHz sinewave:

carrier frequency 5MHz

modulation index 8

a. Sketch a diagram to illustrate the likely

frequency spectrum of this signal and determine

its bandwidth.

b. What would be the effect on the signal and its

spectrum of;

i. changing the modulating frequency to 2kHz

ii. halving the amplitude of the 3kHz waveform.

14.2 a. Explain how the signal described in question 14.1

can be represented on a phasor diagram. Show using

phasors the phase of the modulated signal at 90°

steps through one cycle of the modulating signal,

b. What is the significance of the modulation index

in this context?

14.3 Explain 3 methods of modulating the frquency of an

oscillator as a means of generating an P.M. signal.

14.4 What advantage might there be in using a phase

modulator to generate an P.M. signal?

14.5 What practical use might there be in omitting the 1/fm

frequency shaping circuit in the phase modulator method

of producing P.M.?

14.6 What other methods are there to generate an P.M. signal?

14.7 Explain with the aid of diagrams a method of demodulating

an P.M. signal.

14.8 Explain with the aid of diagrams why the noise spectrum

at the output of an A.M. receiver is constant with

frequency whilst the noise spectrum of an P.M. receiver

output is triangular in shape.
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15.

PULSE CODE MODULATION

15.1 In this chapter we shall consider:

a. The advantages and disadvantages of PCM.

b. The production of PCM signals.

c. Decoding a PCM signal.

15.2 Advantages of PCM - The PCM signal is very simple; a

series of constant amplitude pulses. To decode the PCM

signal at the receiving end only requres the receiver

to detect the presence or absence of a pulse. This is

relatively easy even when the pulse is distorted or it

is received along with a lot of noise. This makes a PCM

system rugged and reliable.

15.3 Disadvantages of a PCM System

a. The coding and decoding equipment is much more

complex compared with A.M. and F.M. systems.

b. The PCM signal requres a much larger bandwidth

than an A.M. or F.M. signal. Typically 0.5MHz for

a high quality music channel.

When the signal becomes too noisy or distorted the

system fails completely.
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15.4 THE PRODUCTION OF PCM SIGNALS

There are three stages to producing a PCM signal.

a. Sample the original analogue input waveform at pre

determined intervals of time.

b. Determine the amplitude of each sample agains' a

set scale. This is known as quantising.

c. Code the amplitude information into a series of

pulses. It is normal to use a binary code.

Figure 46 illustrates these points.

flNRLOGUESRMPLE WRVEFORM

RND HOLD

INFORMRTION

\

QUflNTISE SAMPLE

RGfllNST fl

SET SCALE

s.

CODE
^PCM

INPUT
/?EACH

SAMPLE
>

OUTPUT

Figure46 PCM Coder

15.2 In digital communication systems, such as PCM, the

message or waveform transmitted is not sent continuously.

It is sufficient to only send information about the

amplitude of the input waveform at regularly spaced

intervals. This enables the original modulating

waveform to be reconstructed at the receiving end.

This is similar to reconstructing a drawing on graph

paper by sending the Y co-ordinates of the lines, at

regular intervals along the X axis. The smaller these

intervals the more accurately can the original drawing
be reproduced.
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Let us now consider each of these points in more detail.

16.1 Sampling

Sampling theory states that if a waveform is to be

faithfully reproduced it must be sampled at a rate

which is at least twice the highest frequency contained

in the waveform. This minimum sampling frequency is

known as the Nyquist Rate.

It follows therefore that if a music channel containing

frequency components up to 15kHz is to be sent using

PCM, then the sampling rate should be at least 30kHz.

In practice a factor of around 2.2 is used giving a

sampling rate of 31 to 32kHz.

Once a sample is taken information about its amplitude

it is held by the circuit until the next sample is

taken. This gives the circuits that follow time in

which to quantise and code the signal.

This is illustrated in figure 47.
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AND HOLD
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Figure 47 Sampling Quantising and Coding
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2 Quantising

The full amplitude range over which the sampled signal

varies is divided into a number of defined levels. Each

level is described by a binary number. These levels can

be equally spaced as in figure 47 or spaced non

linearly. Using logarithmic spacing can improve the

signal to noise ratio of the system at low signal levels.

As it is unlikely for the top of a sample to lie

exactly on a quantising level the nearest level below

the top of the sample is used. The difference between

the true amplitude of each sample and that measured

will appear on the reconstructed waveform as an error

signal known as 'quantising noise'. The smaller the

spacing between the quantising levels, the smaller will

be the amount of quantising noise produced. A high

quality music channel may use over 16,000 levels which

would require a 14 bit code.

16.3 Coding

In practice the binary code defining each quantising

level is sent as a non return to zero (NRZ) signal.

This means that if a string of 1' s are sent the signal

does not return to zero after each 1 but remains high

as long as a 1 is being sent. NRZ signals are illustrated

figure 47.

Along with the binary codes representing the level of

the samples, a synchronising or framing code is added

periodically to syncrhonise the receiver at the far end

of the signal chain. This enables it to correctly

interpret the I's and O's it receives.

Sometimes extra pulses known as parity bits are also

sent. Theses bits assist the receiver to reject binary

sequences that contain errors.
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16.4 Bandwidth of a PCM Link

The bit rate of a PCM signal is the number of bits sent

per second. By careful shaping of the pulses it is

possible to limit the bandwidth needed by the PCM

signal to a figure equal to the bit rate.

The bit rate depends on; i

a. The number of bits used to describe each sample.

b. The number of samples taken per second.

c. The number of channels multiplexed together in a

TDM multi-channel system.

For example, consider a high quality music channel.

This requres about 16000 quantising levels which can be

described with a 14 bit code. If the highest frequency

to be encoded is 14kHz, this requires sampling

frequency of 1.2 x 14kHz = 33kHz,

Hence the bit rate wll be:

number of bits x sampling frequency

= 14 X 33kHz = 462kHz.

WThis would therefore be the minimum bandwidth required

for a single channel system of this type.

In a multichannel system of say 13 channels, with the

14th time slot used to send a framing code, the bit

rate and bandwidth would increase by a factor of 14.

Hence a bandwidth of over 6MHz (14 x 462kHz) would be

required.
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17. DECODING A PCM SIGNAL

Three processes are necessary to retrieve the original

analogue signal from the PCM code.

a. Lock the receiver to the input bit stream by using

the framing code. Store the binary code for each

sample for a short time while it is being processed.

b. Convert each binary code into an analogue signal.

c. Filter out unwanted frequency components.

This is illustrated in figure 48.

o
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Figure 48 Decoding a PCM Signal
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17. EXERCISE

17.1 State the advantages of using a PCM digital communication

link.

17.2 State the advantages of analogue methods of modulation

as opposed to PCM.

17.3 Draw the block diagram of a PCM coder. Explain in

detail the purpose of each block in the diagram.

17.4 Draw the block diagram of a PCM decoder. Explain the

purpose of each block in the diagram.

17.5 A television video waveform is to be sent over a PCM

link. The system has the following parameters;

Number of quantising levels 256

highest significant video frequency 5.5MHz

Deterime the bit rate and bandwidth required by the PCM

signal.

17.6 Why are the following added to a PCM signal

a. framing pulses

b. parity bits.

17.7 Why is the spacing of the quantising levels sometimes

made non-linear?

Ask your tutor for answer sheet No. 6.

p.A. Lacy/VC/MB/MOD PACK
17th February 1984
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2.22 a. Carrier amplitude = lOOV pk

Amplitude of side frequencies =

0.8 X 100 .rtxr 1,
r = 40Vpk

E
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b. The bandwidth of the amplifier only extends

±2.5kHz on either side of the carrier frequency

hence the upper and lower side frequencies will

not be present in the amplifier output. The output

will be a constant amplitude carrier signal.
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i. Highest audio frequency = 4,5kHz hence the

highest and lowest frequency component in the
modulated carrier will be 200kHz + 4.5kHz and

200kHz - 4.5kHz

i.e. 204.5kHz and 195.5kHz respectively.

ii. The lOOHz modulating signal will cause side

frequencies at 199.9kHz and 200.1kHz hence

the frequency spectrum will be:

F requency
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incno
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The amplifier has limited the upper and lower

sidebands to ±2.5kHz. When demodulated the

frequency content of the audio cannot extend

beyond 2.5kHz effective cutting the treble

content of the signal.

2.23 a. is the reservoir capacitor, it charges while

the diode conducts and discharges via R. It must

be large enough to hold its charge between cycles

of the carrier waveform but not too large or the

voltage across it will not change sufficiently

quickly to follow the envelope.

b. is a dc block. It must have a low reactance at

all modulating frequencies.

P.A. Lacy/VC/MOD ANSI
20th February 1984
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One complete cycle of the modulating signal

contains 12 cycles of the carrier. Hence modulating

frequency

fc lOkHz

12-12
fm833Hz

Modulating signal is a sinewave.
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3.7b.

-2V
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CRRRIER
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+2V

+ 1V

0

-IV

-2V

-3V

6 ms
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NODULRTING
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II

RS THE MODULRTING SIGNAL IS NEVER NEGATIVE
THE DSBSC SIGNAL WILL ALL BE IN PHASE WITH

THE MODULRTING CRRRIER

P.A.Lacy/VC/MOD ANS2
20th February 1984
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A ENG COURSE

A word of advice on answers that require some form of

written explanation# A qood answer to this form of question

requires clear technical english# This shill requires
practice and you should answer the questions set in the
package carefully* as though you were answering them in an

exam.

The following points should be noted:

a. Read the question carefully and decide what essential

points should be included in your answer.

b. Where possible include a diagram. This will clarify

what you are saying an reduce the number of words

required.

c. Decide the best order to present the ideas or facts

before you start writing.

d. Keep your english simple, brief and to the point.

7.1 Modulation:

a. Enables the signal to be propagated in the radio

frequency band.

b. Makes FDM possible to prevent inter-channel

interference.

c. Can reduce frequency distortion suffered by the

signal.

d. Can help reduce the effect of noise.
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7.2 a. In frequency modulation the carrier frequency

deviates from its mean value by an amount

proportional to the instantaneous amplitude of the

modulating signal. The maximum deviation fd, is

proportional to the peak amplitude of the

modulating signal.

b. With phase modulation the phase of the modulated

carrier depends on the instantaneous amplitude of

the modulating signal. Now as frequency is equal

to the rate of change of phase, phase modulation

will cause a deviation in the carrier frequency as

its phase changes. Hence both a frequency and a

phase modulated carrier undergo a frequency

deviation, but whereas in frequency modulation

this deviation depends directly on the amplitude

of the modulating signal, in phase modulation it

will depend on the rate of change of the amplitude

of the modulating signal.

7.3 P.A.M. - The amplitude of the pulse carrier depends on

the instantaneous amplitude of the modulating signal.

PWM - The pulse width of the carrier depends on the

instantaneous amplitude of the modulating signal.

PCM - The modulating signal is sampled at regular

intervals of time. Information on the amplitude of each

sample is sent using a binary code.

7.4 a. DSBSC - Double sideband suppressed carrier.

b. SSB - Single sideband

c. VSB - Vestigial sideband
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7.5 The spectrum of a full Amplitude Modulated carrier

comprises upper sideband, lower sideband and carrier

components. The resulting signal has an amplitude Ec

which can vary ± Em where Em is the peak amplitude of

the modulating signal.

A DSBSC signal comprises only upper and lower sideband

components. The carrier component is suppressed. This

gives a modulated signal that can vary ± E where E is
m m

the peak amplitude of the modulating signal. The phase

of the carrier depends on the polarity of the modula

ting signal.

A VSB signal comprises the carrier, one sideband and

only a 'vestige' of the other sideband.

7.6 Diagrams showing the frequency spectrum of each signal

as given the package.

7.7 a. As per page 12 in the package.

b. E^ - pk amplitude of unmodulated carrier.

- pk amplitude variation of carrier when

modulated,

f^ - frequency of modulating tone

f^ - frequency of carrier

Full AM carrier

e = E^ sin (2iif t) + E sin (2icf t) sin (2Tcf t)
c ̂ c m m c

carrier

A DSBSC Signal

e = E sin (2Tcf t) sin (2Ttf t)
mm c

d. See page 31 of package
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7.8 a. Modulation envelope - This is the overall outline

of the modulated carrier.

b. Envelope Detector - This is a demodulator for a

full AM signal. The output 'follows' one half of

the envelope of the modulated carrier.

c. Balanced Modulator - This gives a DSBSC signal at

its output.

d. Synchronous Demodulator - This acts as a demodula

tor for a DSBSC signal.

7.9 Essential features of answer.

a. An envelope detector does not take into account

the phase of the DSBSC signal.

b. Diagram of envelope detector output with a DSBSC

signal applied to its input.

c. Diagram of a synchronous demodulator.

d. Explanation of a circuit, switching action and low

pass filter.

7.10 The carrier used in the modulators of a quadrature

modulation system have a phase difference of 90®. This

enables the input channels to be demodulated independ

ently of each other.

7.11 Essential features of answer.

a. Block diagram of system.

b. Why when modulator and demodulator use carriers

90® out of phase there is no output.

c. How this enables the channels to be demodulated

independently of each other.
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i

7.12 It enables two independent channels to use the same

frequency band.

7.13 Its voltage gain near the carrier frequency has to be

reduced. See below.

P.A. Lacy/VC/MOD ANS3
8th October 1984
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